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ABSTRACT Finding methods to represent multiple types of nodes in heterogeneous networks is both
challenging and rewarding, as there is much less work in this area compared with that of homogeneous
networks. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to learn node embedding for heterogeneous networks
through a joint learning framework of both network links and text associated with nodes. A novel attention
mechanism is also used to make good use of text extended through links to obtain much larger network con-
text. Link embedding is first learned through a random-walk-basedmethod to process multiple types of links.
Text embedding is separately learned at both sentence level and document level to capture salient semantic
information more comprehensively. Then, both types of embeddings are jointly fed into a hierarchical neural
network model to learn node representation through mutual enhancement. The attention mechanism follows
linked edges to obtain context of adjacent nodes to extend context for node representation. The evaluation
on a link prediction task in a heterogeneous network data set shows that our method outperforms the current
state-of-the-art method by 2.5%–5.0% in AUC values with p-value less than 10−9, indicating very significant
improvement.
INDEX TERMS Network embedding, heterogeneous network, attention mechanism, text processing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, networks are ubiquitous and many applications
need to mine information within these networks. Network
applications include DNA networks in biology [1]–[3],
friendship/follower networks in social sciences [4]–[7], Inter-
net of Things [8], [9], and word co-occurrence networks in
linguistics [10]–[12], etc. With the wide use of networks in
modeling and applications, network embedding, a method to
use fixed dimension vectors to represent nodes in a network,
becomes a hot research topic [6], [13]–[19].
According to the unitarity of node characters or features,
there are two types of networks: homogeneous networks
and heterogeneous networks. A homogeneous network only
consists of one type of nodes and behaviors. A heteroge-
neous network contains different types of nodes. In many
heterogeneous networks, especially user related networks,
users (the subjects of behaviors) and products (the objects of
behaviors) are commonly regarded as two different types of
nodes.
Previous tasks in network embedding mostly focus on
homogeneous networks. Differentmethods are proposed such
as matrix factorization [20], random walk [14], and neu-
ral networks [21]. For homogeneous networks, the use of
text information as context data is also common. Due to
the complexity of this issues, few studies work on net-
work embedding of heterogeneous networks. In hetero-
geneous networks, we consider it particularly important
to leverage on both link information and other types of
information such as text for product description and com-
ments written by friends in social networks. Link infor-
mation is considered naturally structured as a graph. Text
information, on the other hand, is often free-structured or
semi-structured [22].
To integrate link structure and text in the same network,
two main issues need to be addressed: the first issue is how to
learn node representation by integrating link information and
text content coherently; the second issue is how to distinguish
different types of nodes in the representation framework. This
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is particularly difficult if nodes are comprehensively related
yet are of different types.
In this work, we propose a novel method to learn node
representation in heterogeneous networks through the learn-
ings of both link structure and available text content in a
unified framework. To learn node representation, we sample
each type of links separately to obtain conditional proba-
bilities, and then the sampled edges are treated as binary
links for model updating. This link embedding learning
method is derived from the randomwalk method proposed by
Tang et al. [23]. For text embedding, we propose to measure
conditional probabilities of both link information and text
information between any two nodes. We also propose a two-
step neural network to process text not only at sentence
level (individual user and product related comments), but
also at document level (the collection of user and product
related comments). In this way, we can obtain more compre-
hensive information including attentions and global seman-
tics. A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model is used to
assemble sentence level information, whereas an attention
based Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model is used
to extract sentence-to-document level information. For the
evaluation of heterogeneous networks, a large-scale hetero-
geneous network dataset is collected for embedding learning
and will be made available for public access.
The contribution of this paper includes:
• A novel neural network based node representation
model in a joint learning framework which incorporates
both structured link information and unstructured text
information in a hierarchical neural network. It has the
capability to learn multiple types of nodes in a heteroge-
neous network.
• A novel hierarchical neural network model to obtain
network embedding of text to include both sentence
information and document information.
• A novel attention mechanism by extending the text of
adjacent nodes through linked edges so that much larger
context in the network can be included.
• Provision of an open accessed heterogeneous network
dataset.
The evaluation on the link prediction in four benchmark
datasets shows significant performance boost compared to
state-of-the-art methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section II
describes related works, including network embedding, neu-
ral network based text processing and attention models.
Section III introduces our proposed method for joint learning
of heterogeneous network embedding from link and text.
Section IV elaborates the evaluation on various network
embedding datasets to validate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed method. Section V concludes this paper with future
work direction.
II. RELATED WORK
Related work mainly include two parts. The first part
is on network representation using embedding for both
homogeneous and heterogeneous networks. The second part
is on neural network models to process text information.
A. NETWORK EMBEDDING
Network embedding assigns nodes in a network to
low-dimensional representations and effectively preserves
the network structure. The represented network can either
be homogeneous, which only contains a single type of
nodes, or heterogeneous, which contains multiple types of
nodes.
Network embedding traditionally uses matrix factoriza-
tion. These algorithms represent connections between nodes
in the form of a matrix and factorize the matrix to obtain
the embedding according to the survey by Goyal and Fer-
rara [7]. Specific methods include Locally Linear Embed-
ding (LLE) [24], Mixed Membership Stochastic Blockmodel
(MSB) [25], and Graph Factorization [26]. However, matrix
factorization is computationally expensive [27]. To address
this issue, random walk methods are later used to approx-
imate centrality [28] and similarity of network links [29].
Specific methods include Deepwalk [30], Line [23], and
node2vec [14].
Random walk based methods are capable of processing
large-scale networks. Studies show that fixed length random
walks can preserve higher order proximity by maximizing
sampled probabilities of occurrences of subsequent nodes [7].
Conventional random walks, however, mainly use first-order
proximity. The first work to include the second order prox-
imity features derived from conventional random walks was
proposed by Tang et al. [23] for link prediction tasks.
The development of deep neural network has led to a
deluge of deep neural network based methods for network
representation tasks. Wang et al. [6] use a Structural Deep
Network Embedding method (SDNE). As a semi-supervised
deep model, SDNE has multiple layers of non-linear func-
tions to capture non-linear features of a network by jointly
optimizing first order proximity and second order proximity.
In many applications, a network not only contains links
to other nodes, but also other information that indicates the
properties of these nodes. Text information, such as the title
of a product description or written comments made by users,
is especially useful.
In contrast to homogeneous networks, a heterogeneous net-
work has multiple types of nodes such as users and videos and
multiple types of information associated with the nodes such
as text, attributes, and multi-media contents. An effective
approach is to embed nodes in a network into low dimensional
vectors. When using node embedding as node representa-
tions, downstream tasks such as information retrieval, recom-
mendation and node classification, etc., can be conducted in
fixed dimensional space [6]. Long et al. [31] combine user
and text information in the Hupu network for user preference
identification. Complex methods, such as the Community-
enhanced Network Representation (CENE) [32], leverage
both network link information and text information by mod-
eling text as a special kind of nodes, and then optimize the
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probabilities of heterogeneous links. Tu et al. [21] propose a
state-of-the-art Context Aware Network Embedding (CANE)
model to extract context information with an attention mech-
anism for text embedding. But CANE was proposed for a
homogeneous network. For heterogeneous networks having
multiple types of nodes, Gui et al. [33] used a large-scale net-
work embedding model initially proposed by Tang et al. [23]
to explore user and product representations. However, when
text information is included, comments written by the same
user at different times, or comments made by different users
of the same product node are treated as isolated text units.
Even though individual comments can be short, a collection
of them, as a document set to each node, can give more com-
prehensive information of the node. There are yet methods to
explore the use of document information in text embedding
for the learning of network embedding. Chang et al. [34]
demonstrate that the rich content and linkage information
in a heterogeneous network can be captured by deep neural
network approach, and the deep neural network is applied to
represent heterogeneous network which contain both text and
picture information.
B. NEURAL NETWORK BASED TEXT PROCESSING
In recent years, neural network based methods have notice-
ably improved the performance of Natural language process-
ing (NLP) tasks. Commonly used models include CNNs [35],
Recursive Neural Networks [36], and RNNs [37]. RNN nat-
urally benefits sentiment classification because of its abil-
ity to capture sequential information in the text. However,
standard RNN suffers from the gradient vanishing prob-
lem [38] where gradients may grow or decay exponentially
over long sequences. To address this problem, Long-Short
TermMemorymodel (LSTM) is introduced by adding a gated
mechanism to keep long-term memory. Each LSTM layer is
generally followed by mean pooling and then fed into the
next layer. Experiments in datasets which contain both long
sentences and long documents demonstrate that LSTMmodel
outperforms the traditional RNN [39], [40].
In many NLP tasks, attention models are introduced to
highlight the importance of certain semantic units such as
key words and key sentences. Sentence level attention mod-
els, also referred to as local-context based attention mod-
els, aim to highlight the importance of informative words
to a given sentence. Informative words are aggregated as
attention weights to form sentence embedding representation.
Aggregation of sentence level attentions, referred to as doc-
ument level attentions, can give more comprehensive docu-
ment embedding. Attentionmodels are widely adopted in text
classification tasks. Yang et al. [41] apply attention mech-
anism in document level sentiment classification. In other
tasks, Yin et al. [42] propose an attention-based convolutional
neural network for modeling sentence pairs. Tu et al. [21]
propose the first model to introduce an attention mechanism
to a network embedding task. In the work by Yang et al. [41],
both sentence level attention and document level attention are
proposed to further improve performance.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
Network nodes often have both link and text content regard-
less of its homogeneity. For easy explanation of the for-
malism used in this paper, we first introduce an animation
video website Bilibili1 as an example to demonstrate net-
work heterogeneity and how text can be used in different
perspectives. The Bilibili website has two types of nodes.
User nodes, as one type of nodes, is generally involved with a
friend/follower network. Text comments written by users are
posted on a bulletin linking to specific animation videos. The
collection of reviews by a particular user is a good source
to find information about the user’s personal preferences in
addition to his/her subjective opinions of the videos. Video
nodes, another node type related to animations, also have
a collection of comments written by different users. The
collection of reviews by different users for a given video
reflect the collective opinions and should be more objective
on the whole.
In general, a heterogeneous network G can be represented
as a graph G = (V ,E,T ), where V is the set of nodes, E is
the set of edges, and T is the set of documents. Furthermore,
V can be of different types. For easy illustration without loss
of generality, let us assume a heterogeneous network has two
types of nodes: user nodes and product nodes2 denoted by ui
and ak such that ui ∈ Vu and ak ∈ Va, and Vu ∪ Va = V .
The two types of nodes are connected by two types of links
(edges): user-to-user links (euu = <ui, uj>) and user-to-
product links (eua = <ui, ak>). Since there is no direct
connection for videos in Bilibili, product-to-product links are
ignored.
The general aim of network node embedding is to learn a
low-dimensional vector representation Ev ∈ Rd for each node
according to links and associated node information. Note that
the dimension size d = |Ev| of vector Ev is much smaller than
|V |, the size of the network.
We propose a novel method to jointly Learn link and Text
Embedding for Heterogeneous network nodes (LTEH). Let
Evn denote link embedding and Evt denote text embedding,
respectively. Then, the node representation Ev can be obtained
by a weighted concatenation between network embedding
and text embedding Ev = α ∗ Evn ⊕ β ∗ Evt , where α and β
can be learned though an optimization process.
The objective of LTEH is to obtain optimized node repre-
sentation by making use of both link and text information.
The overall loss function L(e) of all links e ∈ E is formed
by the addition of the network link loss function Ln(e) and





(Ln(e)+ Lt (e)). (1)
1https://www.bilibili.com/
2In Bilibili, products are essentially animation videos, hence we use ak to
represent product nodes. In other datasets, nodes can have different names
but the process model should be the same.
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A. NETWORK EMBEDDING
Since our heterogeneous network contains two types of
nodes, the loss function for network embedding Ln(e) in
Formula 2 should consider both types of nodes. Let u and
a denote user and video nodes, respectively. Since the links
of an individual user node can be two types, the euu type
and the eua type, the loss function of a user should includes
two items. On the other hand, a video is only associated
with eau links, thus its loss function should have only one
item. Consequently, the loss function of network embedding
Ln(e), given below in Formula 2, is defined as the addition
of two parts: The first part in square brackets is the loss
function of user embedding with two link-type probabilities
and the second part is the loss function of video embedding
with one link-type probability:
Ln(e) =
[
W nuulog(pn(ui|uj))+W nualog(pn(ak |ui))
]
+W naulog(pn(ui|ak )), (2)




au are the weight parameter vec-
tors for the three types of links: user-to-user(uu), users-to-
(animation) videos (ua), and (animation) video-to-user (au),
respectively, the superscript n stand for network embedding.
Formula 2 shows that two different types of nodes are repre-
sented differently. A user node can connect to both other users
and animation videos so its conditional probability has two
components defined by the addition of Formula 3 and For-
mula 4 as the first two elements in Formula 2. Since a video
node only has one type of links, its conditional probability is
defined by Formula 5 only. The conditional probabilities of




pn(ak |ui) = exp(Eak .Eui)∑
exp( Eui. EV )
, (4)
and
pn(ui|ak ) = exp(Eui.Eak )∑
exp( Eak . EV )
, (5)
where V refers to all nodes in the network.
B. TEXT BASED OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The loss function of text embedding should consider text in
association with three types of links low in Formula 6, similar
to discussion for network embedding:
Lt (e) = Lt (ui, uj)+ Lt (ui, ak )+ Lt (ak , ui). (6)
For an euu link, its loss function is defined by three com-
ponents:
Lt (ui, uj)=α1Ltt (ui, uj)+β1Ltn(ui, uj)+ γ1Lnt (ui, uj). (7)
In Formula 7, Ltt (ui, uj) is the loss between text embed-
ding of an euu link. Ltn(ui, uj) is the loss between the text
embedding of ui and the network embedding of uj. Lnt (ui, uj)
is the loss between the network embedding of a user ui
and text embedding of a user node uj. α1, β1, γ1 are three
weighted parameters for the three loss functions.We optimize
the conditional probabilities for all the vector representations
in Formula 7 as:
Ltt (ui, uj) = W ttuulog(ptt (uj|ui)), (8)
Ltn(ui, uj) = W tnuulog(ptn(uj|ui)), (9)
and





uu are weighted matrices. Similarly,
the last two elements in the loss function given in Formula 6
can be defined as:
Lt (ui, ak ) = α2Ltt (ui, ak )+ β2Ltn(ui, ak )+ γ2Lnt (ui, ak ),
(11)
and
Lt (ak , ui) = α3Ltt (ak , ui)+ β3Ltn(ak , ui)+ γ3Lnt (ak , ui).
(12)
α2, β2, γ2 are three heterogeneous weights for the three
loss functions in function 11, and α3, β3, γ3 are three
weighted parameters for the three loss functions in For-
mula 12. Probability functions map both link embedding and
text embedding onto the same representation space. Softmax
function is used to obtain all the probabilities. Now, the main
task is to obtain text embeddings of nodes.
C. TEXT EMBEDDING
Most text embedding models examine the context of
words at sentence level, which is considered a shallow
approach. A more comprehensive approach is to consider the
collection of sentences for a node to include other information
such as attentions and statistics at a macro level. The main
idea in this work treats a collection of sentences in a node as
one document to perform embedding in both sentence level
and document level. We propose to use a hierarchal neural
network to obtain comprehensive semantic information by
first capturing aggregated word information at sentence level
in one layer, and aggregated sentence information at docu-
ment level in the second layer.
Let T be the collection of documents associated with n
nodes: T = T1 . . . Ti . . . Tn. The text Ti for node i is made
up by a series of sentences: Ti = S1 . . . Sj . . . Sli where li is
the number of sentences in Ti. A sentence Sj is made up of
a sequence of words Sj = w1j . . .wk j,wlj j where lj is set to
be the length of Sj. Each word wk j is initialized as a fixed
dimension vector Ewjk ∈ Rd , where d is the size of word
vectors.
At the sentence level, sentence embedding using neural
networks is learned by three layers:
• Look up layer: Given a word wk j ∈ Sj, and Sj ∈ Ti, this
layer transforms each word into its word embedding.
• Recurrent layer (RNN): Each cell in this layer runs from
the first word in the sentence to the last word. For a
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sentence Sj in length an lj, the RNN architecture is an
lj sequential network. The original word vector series
Ewj1, Ewj2 . . . Ewjn are transfered to d dimensional hidden
vectors through recurrent cells: Ehj1, Ehj2 . . . Ehj1. The output
is a matrix of size lj ∗ d .
• Average pooling: This layer is used to obtain the embed-
ding of Sj ∈ Ti. Average pooling with non-linear trans-
formation is defined as follows:
ESj = tanh(avg(Ehj1, Ehj2 . . . Ehj1)). (13)
At the document level, our LTEH uses an attention based
CNNmodel. This can give higher weights to the more salient
sentences in the collection. The CNN model with attention
mechanism consists of three layers:
• Convolution layer: This layer extracts sentence-to-
document level information. For a Ti ∈ T with n
sentences Ti = S1, S2 . . . Sn, we perform convolution
operation over a window of size l by using a convolution
matrix C ∈ Rl∗(l∗d) defined by:
Exi = CiSi:i+l−1 + b, (14)
where Si:i+l−1 denotes the concatenation of sentence
embeddings learned from the sentence level with win-
dow size of l. b is a regularization parameter.
• Attention layer: Attention weights are learned from text
contents of both nodes in a link. For an euu link<ui, uj>,
let the corresponding vector outputs from the convolu-
tion layer be Ex i1 . . . Ex ih . . . Ex in and Ex j1 . . . Ex jo . . . Ex jm, respec-

































The attention weight of word xh, represented by Wxih ,
is calculated from the vector production between its own
representation Exh and every word in the content of linked
user uj, noted as Exo. The attention weight of word xo,
represented by Wxjo , is calculated from the production
between its own representation Exo and every word in the
content of linked user ui, noted as Exh.
• Pooling: This layer assembles sentence vectors and
attention weights into document representations for Euti










Wxoj ∗ Ex jo. (19)
Functions 15, 16, and 17 indicate that in our proposed
LTEHmodel, the attention weight for a sentence Sj is not only
determined by its document context, but also text extracted
through the linked nodes. Similarly, for eua links, the attention
mechanism can also be obtained. Because user and video
have different text content, our model has the ability to cap-
ture the differences between the two types of links.
D. TIME COMPLEXITY DISCUSSION
The time complexity of network embedding in our work is
basically the same as the LINE model given in Tang’s work
on large-scale information network embedding (LINE) [23].
Tang’s work [23] uses the so called alias table method pro-
posed by Li et al. [43] to draw a sample according to the
weights of the edges. An alias table method takes only O(1)
time when samples are drawn from the same distribution.
Based on the same mechanism, network embedding in our
proposed method samples an edge from the alias table which
takes constant time, O(1). Optimization using negative sam-
pling takes O(d(K + 1)) time where K is the number of
negative samples and d is the cost of one negative sampling.
Therefore, each step takes an overall O(dK ) time. In prac-
tice, the number of steps used for optimization is usually
proportional to the number of edges O(|E|). Therefore, time
complexity of network embedding is O(dK |E|), which is
linear to the number of edges |E|. This result also shows that
time complexity of networking embedding is not dependent
on the number of nodes |V |. Edge sampling method improves
the effectiveness of stochastic gradient descent without com-
promising efficiency.
For text embedding, a two-stage processing architecture
is used. For a network with |V | nodes and |E| edges, let us
assume that each node has |l| sentence and each sentence
has |m| words. Then, the sentence level RNN has a com-
plexity of O(|m|). The document level CNN has a complex-
ity of O(|l|), and attention mechanism has a complexity of
O(|E|). Thus, the overall time complexity of text embedding
is O(|m||l|(|V | + |E|)).
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed LTEH model,
we conduct link prediction tasks on benchmark datasets.
We also use data visualization method to compare our model
with CANE-A, the state-of-the-art model.
A. EVALUATED SYSTEMS
Three groups of algorithms are used for performance evalu-
ation and comparison.3 Group One has three baseline algo-
rithms that only use network link information including:
3In the table, three groups are named as G1, G2, G3.
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TABLE 1. Statistics of four benchmark datasets.
• Deepwalk [30], a model using local information
obtained from truncated random walks to learn latent
representations by treating walks as the equivalent of
sentences.
• LINE [23], a traditional network model using both first-
order and second-order proximity in network graph.
• Node2vec [14], a random walk based method to sample
neighbor nodes.
Group Two algorithms use both link information and
text information without the use of attention mechanism
including:
• TADW [44]: a state-of-the-art algorithm using both net-
work and text information to learn node representation.
• TriDNR [45]: a tri-party deep network algorithm that
exploits links, node content, as well as label information.
• CENE [32]: a method to simultaneously detects com-
munity distribution of each node and learns the embed-
dings of both nodes and communities jointly.
• CANE-N [21]: a contrast method by the state-of-the-
art CANE system from Tu et al.’s work to obtain node
embedding through context-aware embedding without
attention mechanism.
• LTEH-N: a variation of our proposed LTEH, LTEH-N
refers to the LTEHmodel without including the attention
mechanism.
Group Three includes two models with built in attention
models:
• CANE-A: the state-of-the-art attention based network
embedding model designed for learning embedding
from link and content, proposed by Tu et al.
• LTEH-A: our full LTEH model with document level
processing and attention mechanism [21].
For easy comparison, the network embedding sizes of
LTEH-N and LTEH-A are set to 200 as all relevant models
in the evaluation dimension size of 200.
B. DATASETS
Table 1 lists the four datasets used for performance evalua-
tion. The datasets are divided into two groups. The first group
has three homogeneous networks datasets used in Tu et al.’s
work [21] with text content including Cora, Hepth, and Zhihu.
Details of the three datasets are listed below:
• Cora4: A typical citation network dataset [46] consists
of 2,708 scientific papers as network nodes (belong to
4https://relational.fit.cvut.cz/dataset/CORA
7 categories) 5,429 links on authors. Cora is the only
dataset which has isolated nodes (66 in total) and thus
they have no network behavior. This is the first homoge-
neous network datasets proposed in network embedding.
• Hepth5 (High Energy Physics Theory): A citation net-
work originally from arXiv3 [47]. This collection is the
exact version used by Tu’s work [21]. The network has
1,038 paper nodes and 1,990 identical author links.
• Zhihu6: An on-line Q&A website in China where users
can follow each other and answer questions on this site.
The dataset has 10,000 active users and 43,894 links
from Zhihu [21]. Punctuations of the text are removed.
Thus, there is no document structure.
The second group is a heterogeneous dataset collected by
this work for benchmarking from the Bilibili website, referred
to as Bilibili. Bilibili is an animation video sharing website
of anime, manga and game fandom based in China. Users
can submit, view, and add comments on products. In the
Bilibili dataset, products are essentially animation videos.
Hence, nodes in Bilibili are either user nodes or animation
video nodes. The total number of euu links is 4,259. The
total number of eua links is 9,542. Thus, the total number of
links is 13,801. The Bilibili dataset contains 3,400 users and
1,434 animation videos to form a heterogeneous networkwith
a total of 4,834 nodes. The statistics of the four datasets are
listed in Table 1.
C. EVALUATION OF LINK PREDICTION
For link prediction, we run the models using the three homo-
geneous datasets provided by Tu et al. [21] in addition to
the Bilibili heterogeneous dataset. For fair comparison, we
use the reported parameters provided by Tu et al. [21] and
Pan et al. [45] for previous works. Performance is measured
by the commonly used AUC values (area under the ROC
curve7) [48]. Experiments are conducted using different train-
ing/test ratios from 15% to 95% with 10% increase in each
increment, and averageAUC is used on five rounds of random
tests.We also show the p-value (the result of t-test) by running
our proposed LTEH-A model 10 times and compare it to
the state-of-the-art model.8 In the following tables, results
marked by = are performance directly reported by related
references. The others are implemented by us [21].
Table 2 shows the results on the two small homogeneous
datasets, Cora and Hepth. Table 3 shows the performance of
Zhihu. Bold font highlights the best result and the second best
is highlighted by underline. Note that CANE-A which uses
attention mechanism is indeed the best performer on both
Cora andHepth datasets. Both ofmodels LTEH-N and LTEH-
A do not show advantage over the state-of-the-art model in
these two relatively small datasets even though LTEH-A does




8All p-values in the Table 2 and 3 is the results of t-test by comparing our
proposed LTEH-A model with CANE-A model.
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TABLE 2. AUC results of the two small homogeneous datasets Cora and Hepth.
TABLE 3. AUC results of the large homogeneous Zhihu dataset.
of data can be used. The main reason is that LTEH requires
more data for training regardless of homogeneity. On the Cora
data, which has 3 % of isolated nodes without links, LTEH
again cannot take advantage of its attention model as it needs
to follow links to extend the context for attention model to
work.
Our proposed LTEH-A starts to show its advantage when
training data reaches 75%. This is because LTEH includes a
sentence to document level embedding which requires more
data for training. For models not using attention mecha-
nism, no particular method has obvious advantage. However,
Table 2 indicates that using text information has a clear
advantage compared to methods using links only.
Table 3 shows the performance on the Zhihu dataset, which
is larger than Cora and Hepth. Note that on the Zhihu dataset
LTEH-A has a consistent performance improvement over
other baselines including CANE-A. The range of improve-
ment compared to CANE-A is from 0.9% to 7.4%. Table 3
also lists the p-values of our model compared to the best state-
of-the-art baseline (CANE-A) to indicate the significance of
improvements. As the largest p-value is in the scale of 10−9,
this means that improvements in the whole range are very
significant. Among all the methods without using attention
mechanisms, our proposed LTEH-N also performs better than
the state-of-the-art method CANE-N by as much as 5.4%.
Performance on the heterogeneous dataset Bilibili is shown
in Table 4. Note that our proposed LTEH-A which uses an
attention mechanism consistently outperforms other base-
lines in all training ratios including the state-of-the-art
CANE-A system. The improvement ranges from 0.4% to
5.0%. This indicates that LTEH-A can make more effective
use of context information for link prediction. In Bilibili,
the largest p-value is in the scale of 10−9. This means that
improvements by LTEH-A are very significant in the whole
data range.
To evaluate the effectiveness of document level embed-
ding, let us now focus on algorithms in the second group.
It is interesting to observe that even though Bilibili is rich
in text information, none of the methods in this group has
a clear advantage. Other than TriDNR, which consistently
underperforms in this dataset, the best performers scatter
among TADW, CENE, CANE-N, and LTEH-N. By a closer
look, LTEH-N gives a good performance with increase mar-
gin of at least 0.7% compared to all the other methods
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TABLE 4. AUC results of the heterogeneous datasets Bilibili.
when the train data reaches 85% and 95%. In other words,
even without the use of attention mechanisms, the aggre-
gation of sentence information at document level still helps
LTEH-N to outperform CANE-N and CENE when training
data is sufficiently large. In Zhihu, LTEH-N outperforms
all baseline methods including state-of-the-art CANE-N and
CENE in all data range. The improvement range is from
0.5% to 5.4%.
Comparing LTEH-A with LTEH-N, we conclude that the
attention mechanism using links and text plays a very impor-
tant role in node representation. This can be seen from the
fact that LTEN-A has achieved higher AUC value in all four
datasets than LTEN-N. Obviously, richer text information
with extended context helps to built a better attention model.
In the Bilibili dataset, a node has far more number of words
and sentences than that in the other three datasets. On average,
LTEN-A is 2.0% to 6.9% higher in AUC in Bilibili (Table 4)
than LTEN-N, compared to about 1.0 % improvement in
Hepth and Cora (Table 2).
D. EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT
HETEROGENEOUS WEIGHTS
In each formula of 7, 11, and 12, three parameters are used as
weighted parameters. Firstly we evaluate the three weighted
parameters in formula 7, Ltt (ui, uj) is the loss between text
embedding of an euu link. Ltn(ui, uj) is the loss between
the text embedding of ui and the network embedding of uj.
Lnt (ui, uj) is the loss between the network embedding of a
user ui and text embedding of a user node uj. α1, β1, γ1 are
three weighted parameters for the three loss functions. When
we evaluate the effect of α1 in formula 7, we take the Bilibili
dataset using 85% of nodes and links and the value of α1
ranges from 0.1 to 1 with the increment of 0.1 in each step,
while the other two parameters are fixed to 1.We use the same
process to evaluate the effect of two other parameters β1, γ1
in function 7. The evaluation process of other parameters in
formula 11, and 12 are the same as formula 7.
Figure 1 shows the effect of three parameters in formula 7,
we observe that α1 affects the performance dramatically.
Decreasing value of α1 has negative impact. On the other
hand, the change of β1 and γ1 will have much less effect
on the performance of LTEH-A model. Because increasing
FIGURE 1. Evaluation of three parameters in formula 7.
FIGURE 2. Evaluation of three parameters in formula 11.
value of α1 essentially means increasing the significance of
text embedding, which indicates that text embedding plays an
important role in encoding the user to user relationship.
Changing the weight of parameters in formula 11, and
formula 12 has much less impact on the performance of
LTEH-A model. But we still can observe that the increasing
of α2, α3 can improve the performance of LTEH-A model,
while β2, β3 and γ2, γ3 have relatively small effect on the
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TABLE 5. AUC of Local-Text based attention mechanism vs. Text&Link based attention mechanism in LTEH.
FIGURE 3. Evaluation of three parameters in formula 12.
performance of LTEH-A model. The evaluations of three
parameters in three functions indicate that text information of
a link encodes valuable information in network embedding.
E. EVALUATION OF ATTENTION MECHANISM
To examine the effectiveness of the attention mechanism
using link extensions in our proposed attention mechanism,
we split our attention mechanism without changing any other
part of the algorithm by using (1) only local text as context
for attention, labeled as Local-Text and (2) local text with
extended context using both local text and extended text by
links, labeled as Text&Links by our model. Table 5 gives
the performance of two different attention mechanisms in
link prediction task measured by AUC. The improvements
in all the four datasets are clear and substantial. In Zhihu
and Bilibili, text information is far richer than Cora and
Hepth. For Zhihu, Text&Link achieves 2.50% net increase on
average in AUC compared to Local-Text in different training
proportions; in Bilibili, the average net increase is 1.73%.
The average net increases reach 2.02% in Cora and 2.11%
in Hepth. The result of this part proves that incorporating
link information into attention mechanism can provide more
information about node characteristics.
F. VISUALIZATION
Performance evaluation can also be observed by produc-
ing a visualization of a network in two-dimensional space.
Visualizations can help to understand network topology.
Visualization in our work is performed on the node
FIGURE 4. Visualization of two node types on Bilibili dataset(Left:CANE,
Right:LTEH-A).
FIGURE 5. Visualization of seven types of user nodes in Cora dataset
(Left:CANE, Right:LTEH-A).
representation of a 200 dimension node vector by the t-SNE
algorithm [49]9 to reduce the dimensionality to 2.
Figure 4 shows the visualization of node types for the
Bilibili dataset with the state-of-the-art system CANE-A on
the left and our proposed LTEH-A on the right in the training
ratio of 0.95. The yellow color represents the video nodes and
the purple represents user nodes. It is easy to see that LTEH-A
can separate the two types of nodes much better.
Figure 5 shows the visualization results of CANE-A and
LTEH-A in Cora by reducing the dimensions to 7 groups.
Even though Cora is a homogeneous network with only
authors, each author belongs to one of 7 different categories
of authors. Visualization result shows that ourmodel LTEH-A
on the right still makes comparable result to the state-of-the-
art CANE-A on the left.
9https://lvdmaaten.github.io/tsne/
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a novel model to learn node embed-
ding for heterogeneous networks through a joint learning
framework of both network links and text associated with
nodes. The novelty of our proposed model includes two parts.
Firstly, we learn the embedding of different nodes separately
from links and other types of contents. Hence our model is
capable of learning different types of nodes in heterogeneous
networks. Secondly, we propose a novel attention mechanism
to extend text by following links of adjacent nodes such that
much larger context of the network can be included.
Experiment shows that our proposed LTEH-A outperforms
the current state-of-the-art network embedding methods. The
net increase in performance in a heterogeneous network
ranges from 2.5% to 5.0 % for link prediction. Evaluation
shows that the attention mechanism is a very important ele-
ment to obtain important features for network node represen-
tation as richer text information with extended context helps
to built a better attention model. Both evaluation tasks show
that our proposed joint learning framework and attention
mechanism can learn node representation more effectively.
In general, node representation should be able to learn from
all kinds of associated information of nodes besides links. In
this work, however, we only used text data linked to nodes.
As a direction for future work, other information such as
images and animation videos can also be explored.
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